
SENATE 196

By Mr. McCann, a petition of Francis X. McCann and another that provi-
sion be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (in-

cluding members of the General Court) relative to establishment of a code
of minimum safety standards for the manufacture of motor vehicles. High-
ways and Motor Vehicles.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Five,

Resolve establishing a special commission to draft a code of
MINIMUM SAFETY STANDARDS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF MOTOR

VEHICLES.

1 Resolved, That an unpaid special commission, to consist of
2 two members of the Senate, three members of the House of

Representatives, and Registrar of Motor Vehicles, the Com-
4 missioner of Public Safety, and two persons to be appointed
5 by the Governor is hereby authorized and directed to make a
6 thorough study of the safety utility of current motor vehicle
7 design, of devices developed by research and experimental
8 groups, and to evaluate these matters for the purpose of de-
-9 veloping a Code of Minimum Safety Standards for the Manu-

-10 facture of Motor Vehicles to be sold within the Commonwealth
11 of Massachusetts. Said commission shall, not later than De-
-12 cember 31, 1965 report to the general court the results of its
13 study, together with legislative recommendations drawn up
14 as a proposed code of minimum safety standards for motor
15 vehicle design and construction.
16 The commission’s findings and recommendations shall in-
-17 elude, but not be limited to, a consideration of the following
18 motor vehicle design features:
19 1. Collapsible or telescoping steering shaft and energy-
-20 absorbing steering wheel design.
21 2. Elimination of dashboard on passenger side.
22 3. Interior padding wherever impact is most frequent
23 visors, dashboard, above windshield area, and the like.
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4. Recessing or removal of all projecting knobs, switches
or instrument controls which could be dangerous points
of impact.

24
25
26

5. Impact design (detachable or pivotal) of rear view mir-
ror and attaching strut.

27
28

6. Pop-out-on-impact windshields.29
7. Recessed ceiling lights.30
8. Roof padded on inside to protect against head injuries.31
9. Elimination of metal or rigid interior armrests and re-

placement with armrests of foam rubber or plastic
foam.

32
33
34

10. Standardized position and shape-coding of control
knobs, buttons, switches and handles so they can be
distinguished by position and feel.

35
36
r}r737

11. Positioning of controls and accessories for easy access
by seat-belted or seat-harnessed driver.

38
39
40 12. Improved foot pedal design to minimize brake-clutch-

accelerator confusion.41
42 13. Quicker and more precise steering for accurate control.
43 14. Standardization of shift positions (stick and automatic)

with Reverse position far removed from Drive posi-
tions.

44
45
46 15. Central position for emergency brake, and develop-

ment of emergency brake as an effective separate
stopping system rather than only a parking brake.

47
48

16. Door locks to keep door shut upon impact; locks and
door frames strong enough to permit doors to be opened
after impact.

49
50
51
52 17. Inside door locks designed so they cannot accidentally

be opened by children.rxoDo
54 18. Three-point anchorages for shoulder harnesses both

front and rear.55

56 19. Seat belt harnesses for both front and rear.
20. Extra padding on back of front seats for rear passenger

protection.
57

58
59 21. Improved attachment of seats to vehicle body to pre-

vent breaking loose in an accident. Seat anchors should
be able to withstand minimum force of 20 G’s.

60
61
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22. Design of driver’s seat to permit him to assume proper
and convenient operating position.

62
63

23. Securely fastened seat cushions.64
24. Back rests on seats which can be secured in upright

position if seats are designed to be lowered for easy ac-
cess to the rear.

65
66
67

25. Padded head rests to prevent whiplash injury.68
26. Seats adjustable for height so that drivers can have

clear forward vision.
69
70

27. Strengthened seat backs or steel bar assembly for sta-
tion wagons and other drop-seat automobiles to pre-
vent load shifting forward into driving seat when rear
seats are down.

71
72
73
74

28. Strengthened wall between trunk and rear seat and
attachments to secure trunk contents so that objects
carried there will not become “missiles” into the passen-
ger compartment in event of collision.

75

76
i l

78
29. 180 degree forward visibility area from driver’s seat.79
30. Distortion-free windshield glass.80

81 31. Fuller sweep design of windshield wipers for improved
vision.82

83 32. Rear window wipers and defrosters.
33. Energy-absorbing or “crash-collapsible” front and rear

ends combined with rigid, crash-proof passenger com-
partments.

84
85
86
87 34. Roll-over strength in roof and roof supports.
88 35. Use of adequate strength steel for vehicle body, rein-

forced with adequate framework, so that vehicles will
not so readily collapse or fold up in collision.

89
90

91 36. Automatic ignition shutoff which operates in event of
impact or rollover.92

93 37. Fire protection system (fire extinguisher) which
operates when vehicle impacts.94

95 38. Fire-proofing of gasoline tank.
96 39. Hydraulic steering and stand-by mechanical steering

systems on vehicles having power steering.97
98 40. Shock-absorbing bumpers both front and back.
99 41. Standard height for bumpers.
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42. Replacement of narrow convex bumpers with wide
(8 to 10 inch) bumpers of concave design to prevent
“over-riding.”

100
101
102

43. Fail-safe braking system, involving two separate, in-
dependent braking systems for front and rear wheels.

103
104

44. Minimum performance standards for brake linings.105
45. Anti-skid and anti-lock-up brake system.106
46. Removal of excess speed capability.107
47. Visual and auditory speed warnings on speedometer108
48. Minimum safety and performance standards for tires,

including labeling of tires with specification standards.
109
110

49. Suspension system to give improved road handling and
road holding ability.

11l
112

50. Suspension design to keep wear at minimum and de-
velopment of lubricants which will not wash away or
run out, further increasing wear and metal fatigue.

113
114
115

51. Illumination of dashboard instruments at night by red
light of appropriate intensity level to protect driver’s
night vision.

116
117
118
119 52. Non-reflecting dashboards to reduce glare

53. Elimination of glare from hood, cowl, and chrome
decorations.

120
121
122 54. Light-colored body paint for greater visibility day and

night.123
124 55. Vehicle balance and weight distribution designed to

achieve greatest stability and minimize spinning and
skidding.

125
126

56. Dropped or recessed design of rear shelf to hold ob-
jects in place.

127
128
129 57. Recessed door handles and rounded hood to protect

pedestrians.130
131 58. Ban ornamental spears, headlight shades, ornamental

works, and other projections and sharp edges from
outside body (pedestrian protection.)

132
133

59. Tamper-proofing of vital auto safety components (such
as brake system hoses).

134
135

60. Emergency switch for simultaneous flashing of front136
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137 and rear directional lights in event of brakedown or
138 emergency on highway.
139 61. Colored rear light indicator when foot leaves accelera-
140 tor.
141 62. Headlights, taillights, and directional lights visible
142 from sides as well as from front and rear
143 63. Lights positioned at extreme corners of vehicle and
144 at standard distance from each other.
145 64. Design of rear of station wagons to prevent exhaust
146 fumes from being sucked into vehicle.
147 65. Automatic carbon monoxide detector in passenger corn-
148 partment.
149 66. Air intake to passenger compartment near top of car
150 (carbon monoxide avoidance).

151 Said commission shall be provided with quarters in the
152 State House or elsewhere, may hold public hearings, and in-
153 vite individuals to testify and shall have the power to employ
154 such consultants and professional and research organizations
155 as may be necessary and to incur such expenses as may be
156 necessary for carrying out the purpose of this resolve.
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